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MRIMultiple sclerosis (MS) lesion segmentation is crucial for evaluating disease burden, determining disease progres-
sion andmeasuring the impact of new clinical treatments.MS lesions can vary in size, location and intensity,making
automatic segmentation challenging. In this paper, we propose a new supervised method to segment MS lesions
from 3D magnetic resonance (MR) images using non-local means (NLM). The method uses a multi-channel and
rotation-invariant distancemeasure to account for the diversity of MS lesions. The proposed segmentationmethod,
rotation-invariant multi-contrast non-local means segmentation (RMNMS), captures theMS lesion spatial distribu-
tion and can accurately and robustly identify lesions regardless of their orientation, shape or size.
An internal validation on a large clinicalmagnetic resonance imaging (MRI) dataset ofMS patients demonstrated
a good similarity measure result (Dice similarity = 60.1% and sensitivity = 75.4%), a strong correlation between
expert and automatic lesion load volumes (R2= 0.91), and a strong ability to detect lesions of different sizes and
in varying spatial locations (lesion detection rate = 79.8%). On the independent MS Grand Challenge (MSGC)
dataset validation, our method provided competitive results with state-of-the-art supervised and unsupervised
methods. Qualitative visual and quantitative voxel- and lesion-wise evaluations demonstrated the accuracy of
RMNMS method.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic, inﬂammatory demyelinating
disease, which mainly affects the white matter of the central nervous
system (CNS) but may also affect the cortex. The disease presents itself
with a wide range of clinical manifestations, usually beginning with a
relapsing remitting (RRMS) phase. RRMS is characterized by attacks of
worsening neurologic function (relapses) that are followed by partial
or full recovery (remissions). Relapses are directly related to an under-
lying inﬂammation of the CNS, which affects the myelin of the axons
and consequently leads to focal “MS lesions”. Because magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) is sensitive to inﬂammatory and demyelinat-
ing changes, it is often used tomonitor, identify and quantifyMS lesionsB326A, Montreal Neurological
14 398 1730; fax: +1 514 398
uizard), pierrick.coupe@labri.fr
n@ﬁs.upv.es (J.V. Manjón),
ill.ca (D.L. Collins).
. This is an open access article under(Fazekas et al., 1999) that are hyperintense on T2-weighted (T2W)
magnetic resonance (MR) images and may become hypointense on
T1-weighted (T1W) images. Lesion counts are often used to assess the
disease burden and track disease progression as new lesions are related
to current disease activity. Both counts are used to assess the efﬁcacy of
new therapies (Polman et al., 2011). For the purpose of this article, we
focus on lesions commonly called “T2-lesions” (those that are hyperin-
tense on T2W images) and do not consider other sub-types of lesions
(i.e., gadolinium enhancing “active lesions”, “black holes” and cortical le-
sions).MS lesions inMR images are extremely difﬁcult to identify because
of inter-subject anatomical variability, lesion location, size, texture and
shape. Manual segmentation of MS lesions is still recognized as the gold
standard in MS, but it is time consuming and subjects to intra- and
inter-expert variability. As an alternative, a multitude of automatic tech-
niques to detect and segmentMS lesion has been proposed. However, re-
cent reviews of the literature (Lladó et al., 2012; García-Lorenzo et al.,
2013) concluded that automatic MS lesion segmentation is still an un-
solved topic. Although promising progress has been made in this ﬁeld
open problems and limitations persist. For example, many techniques
are not robust across imaging centers or differing MRI protocols.the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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pervised and supervised. Unsupervised methods do not require manual
segmentation of the lesions, but estimate tissue classes or clusters of
similar voxels with or without the help of anatomical and MRI knowl-
edge. Many unsupervised techniques were initially developed to
classify healthy brain tissues based onMRI intensities into three classes
(cerebral spinalﬂuid (CSF), whitematter (WM) and greymatter (GM)).
This was done by using fuzzy C-mean and Gaussian mixture models
with expectation maximization (EM) (Wells et al., 1996). To detect
MS lesions, some groups adapted the Gaussian models by adding an
extra class for MS lesions (Kikinis et al., 1999; Souplet et al., 2008)
and/or added topological constrains (i.e., the publically available
approach LesionTOADS (Shiee et al., 2010)). Others deﬁned lesions as
outliers of the mixture model (Van Leemput et al., 2001; Schmidt
et al., 2012; Cabezas et al., 2014) or as outliers when comparing the
spatial and intensity information of the images to be segmented and
library of healthy subjects (Tomas-Fernandez and Warﬁeld, 2011;
Tomas-Fernandez and Warﬁeld, 2015). To correct for noise and image
artifacts, graph-cut techniques have been used to combine spatial
information from the local neighborhoods with the intensity model
(García-Lorenzo et al., 2008a; Khayati et al., 2008). Unsupervised
techniques suffer from both intensity non-uniformity, in the whole
image and in the lesion since this variability in intensities cannot be
captured with a single global model. Furthermore, the properties of
each image need to be speciﬁcally deﬁned which can be difﬁcult when
artifacts have properties similar to lesions.
The supervisedmethods usemachine-learning techniques to extract
relevant features (e.g. intensity or local gradient) and train automatic
classiﬁers from manual or automatic lesion segmentation datasets.
Then, the features of new images to be segmented are compared with
the training sets to estimate the lesions. These methods can use differ-
ent machine-learning approaches including: artiﬁcial neural networks
(ANN) (Zijdenbos et al., 1994), k-nearest neighbors (K-NN) (Vinitski
et al., 1999), decision trees (Kamber et al., 1995), random decision for-
ests (RDF) (Geremia et al., 2011), Bayesian frameworks (Harmouche
et al., 2006) and logistic regression (Sweeney et al., 2013). The common
limitation of both supervised and unsupervised techniques is their
sensitivity to image and lesion variability. However, using the appro-
priate training set and image features, supervised techniques can po-
tentially identify theMS lesion and compensate for variability in image
intensities.
Indeed, it has been shown that many supervised library-based (or
multi-atlas) techniques outperform unsupervised model-based seg-
mentation methods (Lao et al., 2008). For example, patch-based
methods using non-local means (NLM) for structural segmentation
have gained in popularity and shown promising results despite their
simplicity (Coupé et al., 2011). Patch-based approaches have been ap-
plied to segment amultitude of anatomical structures including the hip-
pocampus (Coupé et al., 2011), brain (Eskildsen et al., 2012), lateral
ventricles (Fonov et al., 2012), deep nuclei (Xiao et al., 2014), intracra-
nial cavity (Manjón et al., 2014), brain tissues (Cordier et al., 2013)
and other structures of the brain (Rousseau et al., 2011). Although
NLM has proven to be useful in segmenting anatomically well-deﬁned
structures (e.g. hippocampus and lateral ventricles) they have not yet
been applied intensively to MS lesion segmentation.
Given the success of patch-based approaches, we present a library-
based NLM approach where voxels with similar surrounding neighbor-
hoods (or patches) are used to estimate the presence of lesions. Con-
trary to the original patch-based segmentation method (Coupé et al.,
2011), we offer two main contributions in order to efﬁciently address
the problem of MS lesion segmentation: i) a rotationally-invariant
similarity metric for patch comparison which better captures lesion
shape variability and ii) a multi-contrast framework that takes advan-
tage of information derived from T2W and FLAIR images. Indeed, in
the context of MS lesion segmentation the dimension, shape, orienta-
tion and position of lesions vary greatly (Fig. 3).The sum of squared differences (or L2-norm), which originally used
as patch-based distancemeasure (Buades et al. 2005), is sensitive to the
orientation of the patch. While this is good for structure segmentation,
this could potentially miss lesion labels (Fig. 1). Similar to the work by
Manjón et al. (2012), we replace the L2-norm distance measure with a
rotation-invariant distance (RI) where only the intensity of a central
voxel and the mean intensity of the patches are considered. Further-
more, the existing NLM segmentation algorithms used a single contrast
library (e.g. only T1W images), however, a single image contrast
does not hold enough information to separate lesions from healthy
tissues. Most lesion segmentation algorithms use T2W and FLAIR
MR images, as most MS lesions appear hyperintense on these mo-
dalities indicating inﬂammation or scar tissue. On T1W images, le-
sions appear hypointense but present a larger intensity variability
which might reﬂect the different sub-types of lesion such as the
so-called “black hole” associated with irreversible tissue damage
(van Walderveen et al. 1998). Inspired by the work of Coupé et al.
(2013), which introduced multi-contrast NLM for image super-
resolution and Xiao et al. (2014) for dual-channel NLM segmentation
of deep brain structures, we propose an adaptation of the NLM segmen-
tation algorithm to take advantage of multi-contrast images for MS le-
sion segmentation. This library-based approach captures the potential
global and local variability of the anatomy as well as the intensity vari-
ability in lesions.
To our knowledge, despite the increasing popularity of patch-based
techniques, only a few recentmethods have been developed to segment
MS lesions. Weiss et al. (2013) presented a supervised segmentation
technique using sparse coding with patches from a library of healthy
subjects to reconstructMS patient images. The reconstruction estimates
an error map, which detects outliers believed to describe MS lesions.
Their method shows promising preliminary results but was not
assessed on a large clinical cohort and might not be speciﬁc enough to
distinguish MS lesions from artifacts when detecting image outliers.
The approach by Roy et al. (2014) also uses sparse techniques. In
their method, they estimate a weighted average of the most similar
patches of a kd-tree using a nearest neighbor search on a library of
pre-segmented multi-contrast (T1W and FLAIR) images. While sparse
strategies present the advantage of decreasing the dimensionality of
the library, kd-tree removes the 3D spatial knowledge of the training
images which may hold additional pertinent information that can help
identifying MS lesions. Indeed, despite careful pre-processing, the
local MS lesion properties in MR images (i.e., intensity, contrast, noise)
depend on the local anatomical and/or spatial location of the lesion
(Meier and Guttmann, 2003). Thus, by using a 3D volume library, this
local information can help capture the spatial layout of different MS
lesions. Finally, neither Weiss et al. (2013) nor Roy et al.'s (2014)
patch-based approaches for lesion segmentation use rotationally invari-
ant features. As will be demonstrated in Section 3.1.3, this aspect is cru-
cial in the context of MS lesion detection.
We assessed our rotation-invariant multi-contrast non-local means
segmentation (RMNMS) approach on 108 RRMS patients from a
multi-site clinical study. Our method obtained a Dice similarity mea-
sure of 60.1 ± 16.4%, a sensitivity 75.4 ± 15.7% and a precision
55.0 ± 20.1% in cross-validation. Using the parameters established
for our initial evaluation, we compared RMNMS to several different
state-of-the-art techniques using the datasets from the MS lesion
Grand Challenge (MSGC, MICCAI, 2008 (Styner et al., 2008)), on
which we obtained very competitive results holding the ﬁrst rank at
the time of the submission.2. Methods
In the following section we ﬁrst describe the developed algorithm
(Section 2.1), then the dataset (Section 2.2), and lastly our evaluation
techniques (Section 2.3).
Fig. 1. Comparison of L2-norm and RI distance. Different rotations are applied to the extracted patch i (red) to obtain the patches j (blue). The L2-norm and the RI distancemetric are then
computed between these two patches.
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Our algorithm adapts the NLM estimator (Section 2.1.1) to account
for multi-modal images (Section 2.1.2) and rotation-invariant distance
measure of the patches (Section 2.1.3).2.1.1. The non-local mean approach
2.1.1.1. NLM estimator. The NLM estimator, which takes advantage of
image redundancy, was initially proposed by Buades et al. (2005,
2005) for image denoising. The idea of the NLM is to reduce the noise
of the image by averaging the voxels that would have a similar intensityFig. 2. Lesion count and load for each RRMS subject of the clinical cohort. Only lesions with mo
count represents the number of non-connected lesions in grey. The lesion load represents the
proportional to the number of lesions.in the noise-free image. To achieve the denoising of voxel x(i), the patch
P(x(i)) centered on i is compared with all the patches P(x( j)) centered
on j of the images in the neighbourhood Ω such that:
x^ ið Þ ¼
X
j∈Ω
w i; jð Þl jð Þ
X
j∈Ω
w i; jð Þ where w i; jð Þ ¼ e
−
P x ið Þð Þ−P x jsð Þð Þk k22
h2 ð1Þ
where the termw(i,j) is a weight based on the similarity of between the
patches P(x(i)) and P(x( j)), and is designed to attribute a smallerweight
to the greater L2-norm (||.||2) distance measures. The term h2 is a
smoothing parameter proportional to the noise variance.re than three connected voxels (or a lesion volume N 0.009 ml) are considered. The lesion
total volume of lesion (ml) in black. We can note that the lesion load volume is coarsely
Fig. 3. RRMS templates (T1W, T2W, FLAIR) and T2W lesion probability map overlay on the T1W RRMS template.
379N. Guizard et al. / NeuroImage: Clinical 8 (2015) 376–3892.1.1.2. NLM segmentation. The NLM approach has been used for struc-
tural segmentation (Coupé et al., 2011) by employing a library of atlases
with co-registered anatomical images and manually segmented struc-
tures to segment those particular structures on new subjects. For NLM
segmentation, the weights are estimated between intensities of the
subject patch, P(x(i)), and patches from a subject S from library of N
pre-segmented subjects, P(x( js)), such that:
x^ ið Þ ¼
X
s¼N
X
j∈Ω
w i; jsð Þl jsð ÞX
s¼N
X
j∈Ω
w i; jsð Þ
w i; jsð Þ ¼ e−
P x ið Þð Þ−P x jsð Þð Þk k22
h2 ð2Þ
where in this case the h2 parameter is set based on the patch minimum
distance of the search area (Coupé et al., 2011). Thus, if similar patches
are found in the library the minimum distance h2 will be low and the
weight function will decay quickly such that it is not inﬂuenced by
other patches.
2.1.2. Multi-contrast NLM segmentation (MNLM)
2.1.2.1. Multi-contrast NLM estimator. In MS, multi-contrast images for
manual and automatic segmentation have shown to improve the iden-
tiﬁcation of MS lesions. Inspired by previous work on multi-contrast
NLM (MNLM) for denoising (Manjón et al., 2009) and for super-
resolution (Coupé et al., 2013), we apply the NLM weighting function
to allow for various contrasts (M) such that:
w i; jsð Þ ¼ e
−
X
M
PM x ið Þð Þ−PM x jsð Þð Þk k22
hM
2
 !
ð3Þ
HereM represents the differentMR contrasts commonly used in MS
lesion segmentation: T1W, T2W, PDW, or FLAIR for example. It is impor-
tant to note that the smoothing parameter hM2 is estimated for each
considered contrast (i.e., the per contrastminimumdistance). Similarly,
the L2-norm distance is estimated between patches of the same
contrast.
2.1.2.2. Multi-contrast training subject pre-selection. Subjects with similar
lesion load and spatial distribution may be more similar with respect to
their brain intensity characteristics. Therefore, focusing the weight
estimation on the most similar subjects should potentially hold
more similar patches, and also presents the advantage of reducing
computation. In the context of label fusion segmentation methods,
Aljabar et al. (2009) proposed a pre-selection for single contrast im-
ages of the most similar structures present in the training library. In
our multi-contrast method, we seek the most similar training subjects
by measuring the multi-contrast L2-norm (ML2-norm) distance of thesubject being segmented and the training subjects across their brain
mask region, deﬁned as:
ML2‐norm ¼
X
M
IM x ið Þð Þ−LM x jsð Þð Þk k2 ð4Þ
The N subjects with smallest ML2 distances are selected as they
represent the most similar training subjects and thus provide the most
similar set of features.
2.1.3. Rotation-invariant multi-contrast non-local mean segmentation
(RMNMS)
Previous NLM segmentation implementations have shown con-
vincing results in segmenting anatomically well deﬁned structures
(e.g. hippocampus and lateral ventricles (Coupé et al., 2011)). Ana-
tomically, these structures present a relatively small variability of
shape, contrast and spatial location making the orientation of the
structure to be segmented an important constraint when looking
for similar patches in the library. However, this strong advantage
for structural segmentation could be a drawback in the context of
MS lesion segmentation where no structural, orientation nor spatial
location can be assumed. Indeed, Kincses et al. (2011) show that MS
lesions can be found almost anywhere in the brain. However, there is
spatial predilection for lesions to occupy the peri-ventricular area, the
cortico-spinal tract and the optic radiations the lesion distribution prob-
ability map as can be shown in Fig. 3. The lesions themselves do not
appear to have a constraint on their size, shape or number (as shown
in Fig. 3 and Fig. 10 on three MS cases).
In order to increase the ability of the NLM segmentation approach to
detect MS lesions, we propose a rotation-invariant distance (RI) metric
instead of the L2-norm metric that is used in the multi-contrast NLM
framework. Similar to the work of Manjón et al. (2012) on sparseness
and self-similarity for MRI denoising, we replaced the L2-norm with a
RI distance measure. Therefore, only the intensity of a central voxel
(x) and the mean of surrounding patch (µ) are considered:
w i; jsð Þ ¼ e
−
X
M
xM ið Þ−xM jSð Þð Þ2 þ α μM ið Þ−μM jSð Þð Þ2
hM
2
 !
ð5Þ
In our experiments, we found that the intensity difference of the
central voxels (xM(i)−xM( jS))2, was roughly the same as the intensity
difference of the patch average (μM(i)−μM( jS))2, thus we chose α= 1,
whereas Manjón et al. (2012) used α= 3. The need for a difference in
alphamight be due to our pre-processing and in particular the denoising
step, which tends to smooth the neighbouring intensity values sur-
rounding the central voxel. The image denoising step used in our pre-
processing (Coupé et al., 2008) is indeed a crucial step as it removes
1 http://www.nitrc.org/projects/msseg/
Table 1
Nomenclature of the evaluation metrics. The evaluation metrics are listed in the table be-
low and estimated using the following abbreviations: true positive (TP), lesion-wise true
positive (LTP), false positive (FP), lesion-wise false positive (LFP), false negative (FN), le-
sion-wise false negative (LFN), automatic lesion volume (Va), manual lesion volume
(Vm), d
am
a and d
ma
a are the Euclidean distances between the automatic (a) and the manual
(m) lesion surface voxels, and na and nm are the number of surface voxels for each
segmentation.
Name Abbr. Equation Units
Dice similarity measure DSC 2 TP
FP þ FN þ 2 TP
%
True positive rate or sensitivity TPR TP
TP þ FN
%
LTPR LTP
LTP þ LFN
%
Positive predictive value or
precision
PPV TP
TP þ FP
%
LPPV LTP
LTP þ LFP
%
Volume difference VolD Va−Vmj j
Vm
%
False positive rate or fall-out FPR FP
FP þ TP
%
Symmetric surface distance SurfD 1
na þ nmð Þ ∑
na
i¼1
dama
 þ∑nm
j¼1
dmam
  ! mm
380 N. Guizard et al. / NeuroImage: Clinical 8 (2015) 376–389the variability of the central voxel with respect to its neighborhood and
therefore allowing a better identiﬁcation of similar RI features.
In order to be fully invariant to rotation, patches should be spherical,
however, we found that cubic patches signiﬁcantly reduce computa-
tional burdenwhile preserving the distance accuracy. A graphical exam-
ple is provided in Fig. 1, where the distance of a cubic patch containing a
lesion and the identical patch subject to different rotations is measured.
Indeed, RI provides identical distancemeasures for different rotations of
the same patch, only varying due to sampling and/or interpolation
error, while L2-norm varies greatly and favors a larger distance between
patches.
Another advantage of the RI distancemeasure is a reduced computa-
tional cost owing to considering only the central voxel and the mean of
the patch, rather than all voxels in the patch. To further reduce compu-
tational cost we used multithread processing.
2.2. Datasets
As mentioned by García-Lorenzo et al. (2013), simulated datasets,
e.g. BrainWeb, enable a good proof of concept validation for image pro-
cessing methods by providing ground truth images and lesion masks.
However, BrainWeb images present multiple limitations: synthetic im-
ages are much easier to segment, only one phantom anatomy exists,
and BrainWeb lacks contrasts such as FLAIR. Therefore, in this article
we focus on two clinical datasets, an RRMS multi-center clinical dataset
and theMICCAI (2008)MS Grand Challenge dataset (Styner et al., 2008).
2.2.1. Clinical MS dataset
One clinical multi-center dataset of 108 RRMS patients [age =
42.6 ± 10.7, 72 females] was used to assess the proposed segmentation
algorithm. The dataset contains T1W [TE = 9–11 ms, TR = 30–40 ms,
ﬂip angle = 30°, in-plane resolution = 0.977 × 0.977 mm2, slice thick-
ness = 3 mm], T2W [TE = 66–100 ms, TR = 3550–6610 ms, ﬂip
angle= 90°, in-plane resolution= 0.977 × 0.977mm2, slice thickness=
3mm], PDW [TE= 10–18ms, TR= 1867–3750ms, ﬂip angle= 90°, in-
plane resolution = 0.977 × 0.977 mm2, slice thickness = 3 mm] and
FLAIR [TE = 59–94 ms, TR = 7977–9630 ms, TI = 1993–2500 ms, ﬂip
angle= 90°, in-plane resolution= 0.977 × 0.977mm2, slice thickness=
3 mm] for all subjects. The MRI data were acquired at 32 sites on 1.5 T
scanners from different manufacturers: GE (n = 19), Philips (n = 3)
and SIEMENS (n=10). We do not have access to demographic informa-
tion for this dataset.
This dataset also contains gold standard MS lesion segmentation la-
bels that were ﬁrst automatically segmented by a multi-spectral Bayes-
ian classiﬁer (Francis, 2004) with the T1W, T2W and PDW images and
manually assessed and corrected by expert raters who underwent ex-
tensive training on similar MS patient MRI data. In a previous study
(Caramanos et al., 2012), seven raters with similar expertise, corrected
the automatically generated lesion labels and were evaluated on a set
of 10 MS patients with similar MRI protocols to those used in this
study. Thanks to the initial automatic segmentation, this evaluation
revealed an excellent inter-rater reliability relative to their trainer's ref-
erence segmentations (DSC= 93.5 ± 1.5%) and intra-class correlations
(ICC = 99.0 ± 0.5%).
This RRMS cohort presents a large range of lesion loads (0.5–48.8 ml)
and lesion counts (1–156 lesions)which are depicted in Fig. 2. In this gold
standard delineation protocol, only lesions with at least three connected
voxels (or a lesion volume of 0.009 ml) in the 3D volume are kept and
considered in our experiments. The MRI data and the expert lesion
masks were used to form the template library of our proposed algorithm,
which was tested in a leave-one-out fashion.
2.2.2. MS Grand Challenge (MSGC) dataset of MICCAI 2008
Our proposed RMNMS algorithm was further validated using
the clinical data provided by the MS lesion segmentation challenge in-
troduced at MICCAI (2008) (Styner et al., 2008). From the MSchallenge website1, 20 training MR datasets with ground truth manual
lesion segmentations and 23 testing cases were provided from the
Boston Children's Hospital (CHB) and the University of North Carolina
(UNC). While lesions masks for the 23 testing cases are not available
for download, an automated system is available to evaluate the output
of a given segmentation algorithm.
We downloaded the co-registered T1W, T2W, FLAIR images for all
43 datasets as well as the ground truth lesion mask images for the 20
training datasets. All images were interpolated at 0.5 mm3 isotropic
resolution. We used the MSGC training set as a library to segment the
MSGC T2W and FLAIR images.
2.2.3. Pre-processing and training library
All the images from both MS datasets (clinical RRMS and MSGC)
were processed using the same pipeline, which does:
a) NLM image denoising (Coupé et al., 2008).
b) Intensity non-uniformity correction (N3) (Sled et al., 1998). Linear
intensity normalization of the image histogram to our in-house MS
templates that were created with an unbiased template creation al-
gorithm (Fonov et al., 2011) from the 108 T1W images of the RRMS
patients (Fig. 3).
c) Linear registration of each T1W image to our MS template which is
in the MNI152 template space (Collins et al., 1994).
d) Rigid registration of the T2W and FLAIR to the T1W image, followed
by resampling onto a 1 × 1 × 1 mm grid in the MNI space. Note that
for the purpose of the validation describe here, we used the T1W as
the reference image for registration, but other modalities (T2W,
FLAIR…) could be chosen if a T1W image is not present or required.
e) Brain extraction (Eskildsen et al., 2012).
Contrary to some recent patch segmentation approaches (Bai et al.,
2013), we did not apply non-linear registration to segment and create
the library. This is due to the fact that non-linear registration and inter-
polation of MS lesions could alter the anatomical and intensity charac-
teristics of MS lesions.
After pre-processing, all of the images and their respective manual
segmentation lesion maps are spatially aligned and their intensity dis-
tributions are normalized. The denoising step of the pipeline is crucial
for the RI distance measure as the central voxel value of a patch is
given as much weight as its surrounding patch average. The MS library,
2 https://www.nitrc.org/projects/toads-cruise/
3 http://www.ia.unc.edu/MSseg/
Fig. 4. Impact of the search area radius (1–8 voxels) on DSC, VolD, TPR, PPV, LTPR and LPPV distributions. The boxes represent the lower and upper quartile with themedian as the central
black line. The whiskers extend to the most extreme data point. The experiment was conducted with a patch size radius of 1 voxel, and a pre-selection of 50 subjects.
381N. Guizard et al. / NeuroImage: Clinical 8 (2015) 376–389used for the segmentation, was built using the output images from the
pre-processing stages d, e and f. To double the size of the library and in-
crease the spatial distribution of MS lesions, left–right-mirrored copies
of each dataset were added to the library (Fig. 3).
2.3. Evaluation metrics and experiments
In the following section, we describe the general evaluation strategy
(Section 2.3.1) and the different metrics (Section 2.3.2) used to assess
the proposed segmentation method.
2.3.1. General evaluation strategy
On the clinical RRMS dataset, we performed a leave-one-out cross-
validation of the proposed RMNMS method. This leave-one-out cross-
validation is achieved by ﬁrst removing the subject and its respective
left–right-mirrored images from the training library, then the multi-
modal pre-selection of the N closest subjects are selected and ﬁnally
the segmentation is performed.
We ﬁrst evaluated the performance of RMNMS with respect to the
search area radius of the patches in the library and the number of pre-
selected training subjects (as described in Section 2.1.2).
We also assessed RMNMS using i) different contrast combinations
(T1W + FLAIR, T2W + T1W + FLAIR and T2W + FLAIR contrasts),
ii) the original L2-normdistancemeasure version of theNLMsegmenta-
tion algorithm using T2W+ FLAIR contrasts (“T2W+ FLAIR NLM”), iii)without the left–rightmirror addition to the training library, and iv) the
LesionTOADS2 approach proposed by Shiee et al. (2010). LesionTOADS
is an iterative atlas based segmentation technique that uses a topologi-
cal and a statistical atlas within the fuzzy C-means algorithm. As it was
originally developed to segment healthy brain tissues (Bazin and Pham,
2008), the algorithmwas adapted to usemulti-contrast (T1W+ FLAIR)
and an extra lesion class within theWM class. LesionTOADSwas chosen
as it is publically available and obtained one the best results during the
2008MSGC (Styner et al., 2008). Note, that the algorithmwas usedwith
its default parameters.
Furthermore, we explored the effect of patients' total lesion-load
and lesion-by-lesion detection measures on the RMNMS method.
Two experiments were done using theMSGC dataset. First, our al-
gorithm was validated on the training set using leave-one-out cross-
validation. Second, our segmentation results on the testing MSGC
dataset were submitted online3 and compared with other published
techniques including i) LesionTOADS, ii) Souplet et al. (2008), winner of
theMSGC atMICCAI 2008, iii) a recent supervised technique by Geremia
et al. (2011) and iv) Tomas-Fernandez et al. (2011), who hold the cur-
rent best score on the MSGC website before our submission.
For the onlineMSGC evaluation, we provided the lesion mask in na-
tive space after interpolation. The organizers normalized different
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the typical score of an independent rater as described by Styner et al.
(2008). The different metrics (volume difference “VolD”, surface dis-
tance “SurfD”, true positive rate “TPR” and false positive rate “FPR”
(Table 1)) were measured by comparing the automatic segmentation
to the manual segmentation of two experts (“CHB” and “UNC”).
2.3.2. Evaluation metrics
The quantitative evaluation of ourmethod is carried out using differ-
entmetrics, summarized in Table 1 as suggested by Styner et al. (2008),
and García-Lorenzo et al. (2013).
A high precision (PPV) and sensitivity (TPR) indicate that the
automatically segmented lesions correspondwell to themanually la-
beled lesion voxels. A low fall-out (FPR) indicates that the procedure
does not identify voxels as lesion when they are not. Wemeasure the
absolute volume difference (VolD) of the manual versus the automatic
segmentation (0% indicates a perfect lesion volume agreement) and
the symmetric surface distance (SurfD) estimates the Euclidean dis-
tance between the surfaces of both segmentations at each voxel of
their contours (0mm indicates a perfectmatch of the surfaces). To esti-
mate the SurfD values,we ﬁrst estimate the distance transform from the
binary segmentation using a 3D-Euclidean metric (Borgefors, 1988)
where the surface has a value of 0. Then, we look at the value of the bi-
nary segmentation and the corresponding transform distance value to
estimate the distance to the surface. Usually, the true positive (TP),Fig. 5. Impact of the number of pre-selected training subjects on DSC, VolD, TPR, PPV, LTPR an
search area radius of 5 voxels on the 108 RRMS subjects.false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) rates are voxel-based; howev-
er, this measure can also be performed in a lesion-wise manner.
Indeed, in some studies, detecting small lesions is more important
than properly identifying their borders. In these comparisons, we use
LPPV and LTPR, which are lesion-wise version of the PPV, and TPR
metrics where lesion-wise TP (LTP), FP (LFP) and FN (LFN) aremeasured
at each distinct lesion (Table 1). In this case, instead of applying the
metrics on a voxel-by-voxel basis, wemeasure the ability of themethod
to detect the presence of a lesion. Following the expertmanual segmen-
tation protocol, only lesions with at least 3 voxels (or 0.009 ml in the
native image space) and an overlap of at least 1 voxel (or 0.003 ml)
were considered (Karimaghaloo et al., 2012).
Finally, we assess the behaviour of our method with regard to the
patient's lesion load, size and location.
3. Results
The T1W, T2W, and FLAIR RRMS average templates created for the
pre-processing stages of our method are presented in Fig. 3 along with
the spatial distribution of T2W lesions.While one can appreciate the an-
atomical deﬁnition of the different contrast templates, we can still visu-
ally identify the hypo-intense intensity distribution around the lateral
ventricles on the T2W and the corresponding hyper-intense intensity
on the FLAIR. As expected, the T2W lesion spatial probability distribu-
tion is higher is the peri-ventricular region. However, the presence ofd LPPV distributions. The experiment was conducted with a patch radius of 1 voxel, and a
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variation to capture the spatial distribution of lesions.3.1. Evaluation on the clinical RRMS dataset
3.1.1. Impact of the search area radius
The results for different search area radii on the different metrics
(DSC, VolD, TPR, PPV, LTPR and LPPV) are presented in Fig. 4 for
RMNMS using T2W + FLAIR. In our experiments, we found that using
a patch size of 3 × 3 × 3 provides the best compromise between accura-
cy and computational burden. With a 3 × 3 × 3 patch (i.e., radius of
1 voxel) and a pre-selection of 50 subjects, the DSC, TPR, PPV, LTPR
and LPPV results plateau at their best results with a search area radius
of 5 voxels (i.e., 11 × 11 × 11 search area). The volume difference
(VolD) results are not as clear but the best results are achieved for any
search area radius bigger than 2 voxels. Increasing the search area in-
creases the chance of capturing a patch that is more similar to the con-
sidered patch, thus it is not surprising that better results are achieved
with bigger search areas. However, increasing the search area needs to
balance against computational cost where for instance, increasing the
search area from 5 to 6 voxels increases the computational time by
15%.We found a search area radius of 5 voxels to be a good compromise
(median results: DSC = 60.1 ± 16.4%, TPR = 75.4 ± 15.7%, PPV =Fig. 6. DSC, VolD, TPR, PPV, LTPR and LPPV distributions for different NLM MS lesion segm
T1W+ FLAIR and T2W+ T1W+ FLAIR) as well as T2W + FLAIR RMNMS with (T2W+ FLA
RMNMS) and T1W+ FLAIR LesionTOADS. The experiment was conducted on the 108 RRMS s
5 voxels were chosen.55.0 ± 20.1%, VolD = 33.5 ± 68.9%, LTPR = 79.8 ± 14.6% and
LPPV = 85.7 ± 24.2%) and was chosen for the rest of the evaluation.
3.1.2. Impact of the number of pre-selected training subjects
Pre-selecting more subjects from the template library can increase
segmentation accuracy. In Fig. 5, the results for the RMNMS method
using T2W+FLAIRwithdifferent numbers of pre-selected training sub-
jects on the different metrics (DSC, TPR, VolD, PPV, FPR and VolD) are
presented. The experiment was performed with a patch radius of 2
(voxels), and a search area radius of 5 voxels while varying the number
of pre-selected training subjects from 10 to 80. As expected, increasing
the number of subjects in the library improves the quality of the seg-
mentation. Using 50 subjects provides a good comprise between seg-
mentation results and computational cost (median results with 50
pre-selected subjects are the same as in Section 3.1.1, as we used the
same parameters) and was chosen for the rest of the evaluation.
3.1.3. Impact of the methods and modalities
Here,we compare RMNMSusing T1W+FLAIR, T2W+T1W+FLAIR,
T2W+ FLAIR with and without the mirrored library images as well as
the previous MNLM technique using T2W + FLAIR images, and
LesionTOADS using T1W+ FLAIR images. RMNMS with T2W + FLAIR
was selected as the baseline for comparison and the similarity metric
results are summarized in Fig. 6. The main result made evident byentation techniques (MNLM and RMNMS), different image modalities (T2W + FLAIR,
IR RMNMS), without the left–right mirrored of each dataset (T2W+ FLAIR+noMIRLIB
ubjects, and for the NLM approaches a patch radius of 1 voxel, and a search area radius of
Table 2
Computational time results on the RRMS clinical dataset. The proposed method RMNMS,
with T2W+ FLAIR images, is compared to the original NLM segmentation approach with
multi-contrast (MNLM) and a T1W+ FLAIR and T2W+T1W+FLAIR version of RMNMS
(T1W+ FLAIR and T2W+ T1W+ FLAIR RMNMS). The best measures are shown in bold
and the signiﬁcant difference when comparing with T2W+ FLAIR RMNMS is shown in
red. The experiment was conducted with a patch radius of 1 voxel, a search area radius
of 5 voxels, a pre-selection of 50 subjects for all the methods.
Method
Computation time (min)
Mean Std p–Value
T2W+FLAIR 
MNLM
111.88 ±11.76 <0.01
T1W+FLAIR
RMNMS
42.15 ±4.73 0.23
T2W+T1W+FLAIR 
RMNMS
72.15 ±5.13 <0.01
T2W+FLAIR 
RMNMS
41.81 ±4.52 –
384 N. Guizard et al. / NeuroImage: Clinical 8 (2015) 376–389Fig. 6 is that RMNMS T2W + FLAIR provides a higher LTPR (79.8 ±
14.6%) than T2W + FLAIR MNLM (67.3 ± 18.6%). Furthermore,
T2W + FLAIR RMNMS consistently obtains the highest results (DSC,
VolD, PPV, TPR, LTPR and LPPV) when compared to the differentFig. 7. Impact of the lesion load on DSC, manual lesion load linear correlation with RMNMS, TP
search area radius of 5 voxels and a pre-selection of 50 training subjects on the 108 RRMS subje
ﬁtting using a nearest neighbour approachwith a locallyweighted regression for DSC, TPR and P
volume. The darker grey shading represents the 95% conﬁdence and for the linear correlation,modalities used with RMNMS but also when compared with the unsu-
pervised LesionTOADS approach.
Using T2W+FLAIR images provides overall better segmentation re-
sults than the other modality combination and the addition of the left–
right mirrored images to the training set improves consistently the seg-
mentation results of T2 + FLAIR RMNMS.
The computational time for RMNMS using 16 threads on an Intel
Core i7-950 processor at 3.06 GHz was around 40 min per subject. Our
method with these settings is about three times faster (p-value b 0.01)
than similar MNLM patch-based methods with the same parameter
settings and the computation time for the methods using the entire
training set is provided in Table 2.
3.1.4. Impact of lesion load and sizes
The segmentation results for patients with different lesion loads are
shown in Fig. 7. Subjects with larger lesion loads have better results
with lower variability. However, we found that the mean TPR of the
method is less affected by the lesion load than the other metrics
(i.e., DSC and PPV). Note that DSC is sensitive to object size and smaller
DSC is expected for smaller lesions. The linear regression of the manual
lesion volume and RMNMS lesion volume shows good correlation with
a R2 of 0.91, a slope of 1.01 and an intercept of 1.5 ml.
Fig. 8 shows the ability for the RMNMS segmentation to capture
the presence of a lesion for different lesion size groups (b0.05,
0.05–0.10 and bigger than 0.10 ml). Sixty percent of all manually
segmented lesions are smaller than 0.05 ml and not surprisingly, it
is easier to capture the presence of bigger lesions as demonstrated
by the LTPR and LPPV (median results: LTPR = 100.0 ± 16.2% and
LPPV = 100 ± 17.6%). For the lesions smaller than 0.05 ml, the re-
sults are not as good (median results: LTPR = 62.5 ± 20.9% and
LPPV = 71.7 ± 26.2%).R, PPV, LTPR and LPPV. The experiment was conducted with a patch radius of 2 voxels, a
cts (represented by colored dots on the graph). The blue line represents a non-parametric
PV and a linear ﬁtting for the linear regression of themanual lesion load andRMNMS lesion
the slope, the intercept and the residual error (R2) are provided on the graph.
Fig. 8. Expert segmentation lesion count, LTPR and LPPVper lesion size groups. Theplot on the left shows themanually outline lesion count per each lesion volumegroup (b0.05, 0.05–0.10,
N0.10ml), averaged across all subjects. The LTPR and LPPVmeasurement experiments were conductedwith a patch radius of 1 voxel, a search area radius of 5 voxels and a pre-selection of
50 training subjects on the 108 RRMS subjects.
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In this section we present the RMNMS segmentation results with
images to qualitatively describe its spatial behavior.
In Fig. 9, the expert and the automatic RMNMS probability maps of
the lesion segmentation show similar frequency and spatial distribu-
tion. While the TP and the FP follow the spatial prevalence of the peri-
ventricular region, the spatial distribution of the FN is more uniform
suggesting non-systematic segmentation errors.
Fig. 10 shows images of 3 RRMS patients with the highest, median
and smallest lesion load with their respective RMNMS segmentation
TP, FP and FN. One can appreciate the ability of the method to capture
the presence of most of the lesion regardless of the amount and size of
the subject's lesions.
3.2. MSGC results
Images from the MSGC were pre-processed like the RRMS dataset.
For segmentation, the training library consisted only of theMSGC train-
ing dataset. First, we present our leave-one-out cross validation results
on the MSGC training set and then we compare our results on theFig. 9. Expert and RMNMS, TP, FP and FN lesion segmentation probability maps for the 108 RR
template T1W.testing set with other methods using an objective web-based system
(Styner et al., 2008).
3.2.1. MSGC training dataset
The 20 MSGC training subjects RMNMS segmentations were evalu-
ated in a leave-one-out cross-validation using (20− 1) × 2 = 38 tem-
plates (including the mirrored images). We chose to use a bigger
search area radius to compensate for the smaller number of training
subject than was available in the RRMS validation. In order to capture
the presence of lesions in a greater search area in the library the follow-
ing parameters were used: patch size radius = 3 and search area
radius = 7. It is interesting to note, that the DSC (43.8 ± 16.03) results
of RMNMS on this dataset are signiﬁcantly smaller than for the RRMS
dataset (62.3 ± 14.6%). Similar comments can be made for the TPR of
43.9 ± 19.1% and the PPV of 48.7 ± 17.1%.
Given the decreased accuracy of RMNMSwith the MSGC dataset we
decided to compare the twomanual gold standard labels using the same
metrics. Comparing the two gold standard manual labels yields a medi-
an DSC of 23.7± 13.5%, a TPR of 37.1± 16.4% and a PPV of 20.2± 19.5%
conﬁrming the low agreement between the raters.MS patients. All the maps are displayed within the same range and overlaid on the RRMS
Fig. 10. Segmentation results for 3 RRMS cases. a) The largest (48.8 ml), b) median (7.9 ml and c) the smallest (0.5 ml) lesion load of the cohort. The ﬁgure shows axial slices (“z” is the
z-coordinate in mm in the MNI space) for T2W, FLAIR and T1W combined with the automatic RMNMS segmentation (“T1W + RMNMS”) and 3D rendering of the segmentations
(orientation is deﬁned such as F = frontal, P = posterior, R = surgical right and L = surgical left). The overlapping voxels (TP) with the manual segmentation are represented in
green, while the false positives (FP) are yellow and the false negatives (FN) are red. The green circle highlights the TP of the unique lesion for subject “c”. The experiment was conducted
with a patch radius of 1 voxel, a search area radius of 5 voxels and a pre-selection of 50 training subjects on the 108 RRMS subjects.
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The segmentation of the MSGC testing dataset was performed using
the whole cohort of training subjects in the template library (20 × 2 =
40)with the sameparameters as those used for the training experiment
except for the pre-selection number that was set to 40. Our segmenta-
tion results were interpolated back to their original space and then
uploaded to the MSGC website, where an objective independent auto-
matic evaluation was performed. The MSGC provides a results archive,
allowing us to compare the performance of our method with other
groups. The results are summarized in Table 3.
At the time of writing, RMNMS held the best result with an overall
average summary score of 86.1 (note that 90 corresponds to a segmen-
tation accuracy reaching human expert inter-rater variability). While
RMNMS holds the best results for VolD and SurfD, this advantage is
not statistically signiﬁcant compared to Souplet et al. (2008); Geremia
et al. (2011) and LesionTOADS; however RMNMS has a signiﬁcantly
lower FPR when compared to these methods.
4. Discussion
In this article, we proposed a newmethod to detectMS lesions using
a training library containing T2W and FLAIR images along with manual
T2W lesion masks. Our adaptation of the increasingly popular NLM
segmentation method to MS lesions identiﬁcation with a new multi-contrast and RI distance measure has proven to be highly competitive
in our internal validation and in an independent comparison. On a
large clinical dataset of 108 RRMS patient, the best compromise be-
tween sensitivity, speciﬁcity and computation time using leave-one-
out cross-validation was obtained with a patch radius of 1 voxel, a
search area radius of 5 voxels and a pre-selection of 50 subjects (median
results: DSC= 60.1 ± 16.4%, TPR= 75.4 ± 15.7%, PPV= 55.0 ± 20.1%,
VolD= 33.5 ± 68.9%, LTPR= 79.8 ± 14.6% and LPPV= 85.7 ± 24.2%).
Given the large RRMS cohort size and variability (e.g. lesion load, age,
sex, MRI protocols and scanner brand), these results rank among the
best in theMS segmentation literature (Lladó et al., 2012). Furthermore,
when compared to the state-of-the-artmethodswith the publicly avail-
able MSGC dataset used during the 2008MICCAI challenge, the RMNMS
yields highly competitive segmentation accuracy (best score, 86.11)
and produced segmentations that are comparable to the inter-rater
variability.
Our voxel-wise analysis showed promising resultwith respect to the
ability to automatically deﬁne the volume and the boundary of the MS
lesions. Moreover, our ability to segment MS lesions is relatively inde-
pendent of the patient's lesion load and lesion location.We also investi-
gated the ability of RMNMS to detect the presence of lesions as lesion-
wise measures are often more clinically relevant. For example, lesion
count is often used for diagnosis and the evaluation of treatment effect.
In this aspect, RMNMS shows a great ability to detect the presence of
Table 3
VolD, SurfD, TPR and FPR results on theMSGC testing dataset. Our method is compared to 3 methods. The best measures are in bold and the signiﬁcant differences when comparing with
RMNMS are in red for each rater (CHB and UNC).
Method Rater
VolD (%) SurfD (mm) TPR (%) FPR (%)
Score
Mean Std p–Value Mean Std p–Value Mean Std p–Value Mean Std p–Value
Lesion
TOADS
CHB 85.2 123.4 0.64 8.2 10.8 0.47 55.8 24.0 0.64 70.5 22.8 <0.01
79.96
UNC 63.7 125.7 0.48 7.2 9.1 0.32 49.0 24.5 0.67 74.9 23.2 <0.01
Geremia
et al. (2011) 
et al. (2008) 
CHB 52.4 29.1 0.89 5.67 9.72 0.96 59.0 19.9 0.05 71.5 14.9 <0.01
82.07
UNC 45.0 33.0 0.89 5.67 6.82 0.89 51.2 20.4 0.23 76.7 12.9 <0.01
Souplet, 
CHB 86.4 107.3 0.10 8.40 11.1 0.13 58.2 23.5 0.41 70.6 18.1 <0.01
80.00
UNC 57.9 30.8 0.14 7.54 8.43 0.22 49.1 16.1 0.66 76.3 17.4 <0.01
Tomas–
Fernandez 
and 
Warfield 
(2011)
CHB 53.4 56.0 0.86 8.29 7.63 0.03 51.8 19.7 0.83 45.1 22.7 0.26
84.46
UNC 37.8 28.3 0.34 7.03 5.75 0.20 42.0 16.0 0.19 44.1 23.0 0.87
RMNMS
CHB 51.3 30.4 – 5.49 5.65 – 52.7 19.6 – 41.96 23.1 –
86.11
UNC 46.3 25.7 – 5.50 4.22 – 47.0 19.6 – 43.49 20.6 –
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sions smaller than 0.05ml. Furthermore, due to the ability of RMNMS to
explore a large training set cohort with a large search radius, the prob-
ability of detecting MS lesions inside anatomical regions is still high
within regions of infrequent MS lesions occurrence (i.e., non peri-
ventricular lesions).
In both sets of experiments, results were obtained from a multi-
center study, which highlights the robustness of our method in the
face of inter-site variability. Whereas many methods require at least 3
MRI contrasts (T1W, T2W, PDW or FLAIR) (Souplet et al., 2008;
Geremia et al., 2011), and others require even-more contrasts (FLAIR,
diffusion tensor imaging fractional anisotropy and mean diffusivity,…)
(Morra et al., 2008), we use only two (T2W and FLAIR). This dual-
contrast method presents multiple advantages. First, reducing the MRI
acquisition time by reducing the number of contrasts can decrease the
risk of corruption due to image artifacts, it reduces the ﬁnancial cost
and increases patient comfort. When compared to 3-contrast RMNMS
(T2W+ T1W+ FLAIR), the dual-contrast RMNMS with T2W+ FLAIR
provides better results with shorter computational time.
NLM segmentation based on a single contrast image shows higher
DSC results for the hippocampus (median DSC = 88.4%) (Coupé et al.,
2011), brain (DSC = 98.3%) (Eskildsen et al., 2012), lateral ventricles
(median DSC = 96.1%) (Fonov et al., 2012) and other structures of the
brain (Rousseau et al., 2011). However, DSC is not an optimal similarity
metric for small structure segmentation (Rohlﬁng et al., 2004) and
because of spatial scattering, anatomical variability and intensityvariations, MS lesion segmentation is a much more complex problem.
Indeed, our implementation of the standard NLM segmentation with
multi-contrast algorithm (MNLM) only achieves a median LTPR =
67.3%. Where, the multi-contrast RMNMS (T2W+ FLAIR) signiﬁcantly
improves the detection of lesions (LTPR = 79.8%) and signiﬁcantly de-
creases the computational time. This demonstrates the importance of
considering not only the voxel-by-voxel intensity similarity but also
the importance of patch-based RI methods for the problem of lesion
segmentation. Because of the important reduction in computational
time, RMNMS enables the exploration of each training subject with a
much wider search radius, which allows for capturing smaller lesions
that can even be located in regions where there is low probability of le-
sion presence in the library. To further increase the presence of similar
image in the training library and thus the presence of similar lesions,
we used left–right mirrored images and showed the positive impact
on the RMNMS segmentation results.
The NLM segmentation technique as applied to the anatomical
structuresmentioned above requires a smaller set of pre-selected train-
ing subjects (20 subjects for hippocampus, lateral ventricles, brain) for
optimal results while for MS lesions, RMNMS requires more than 40
training subjects to plateau. This difference can be easily explained by
the characteristics of the structure to be segmentedwhere spatial distri-
bution, shape and size of MS lesions are not consistent and thus require
a larger number of training subjects to capture this variability. Yet an-
other advantage of the subject training pre-selection in the case of al-
tered images is the selection of the “closest” subjects from the training
388 N. Guizard et al. / NeuroImage: Clinical 8 (2015) 376–389library. Indeed, despite the presence of artifacts and abnormal intensity
non-uniformity in the MSGC dataset (García-Lorenzo et al., 2008b),
RMNMS has proven to be highly accurate in part due to the pre-
selection of the most representative training subjects.
The comparison of MS lesion segmentation algorithms is a difﬁcult
task as described by García-Lorenzo et al. (2013) for multiple reasons:
lack of publicly available datasets/methods, differing MRI contrasts, op-
timal parameters, and inter-rater segmentation variability. Indeed, var-
iation of MS lesion manually deﬁned on the same subject by different
experts has been reported to vary greatly by Zijdenbos et al. (2002).
The MSGC dataset (Styner et al., 2008) also shows signiﬁcant inter-
rater variability with VolD = 68% and SurfD = 4.85 mm. More impor-
tantly, the MSGC training set has an inter-rater reliability of 25%
(DSC). One assumes that the MSGC testing set is similar. Despite these
criticisms, the organizers of the MSGC are to be congratulated as the
MSGC dataset is the ﬁrst publicly available MS lesion dataset and inde-
pendent platform for segmentation algorithm validation and compari-
son. That being said, the MSGC results need to be interpreted carefully
with certain limitations in mind. First, the low agreement between the
raters should be used as a reference. This can be done by mapping a
25% DSC to a 90% score to represent inter-rater variability when
assessing methods. This poor inter-rater agreement may be due to the
quality of the images and the presence of multiple artifacts as men-
tioned by García-Lorenzo et al. (2008a). The high inter-rater variabil-
ity for the gold standard MSGC labels results in an upper bound on
the quality metrics, as it is not possible to simultaneously agree
with multiple manual raters that do not agree. For these reasons it
is not surprising that RMNMS obtained lower similarity measures
on the MSGC than on the clinical RRMS dataset. Second, the MSGC
provides pre-processed data (registration, interpolation…), which
is not optimal for the different pre-processing steps speciﬁc to the
different segmentation algorithms. Finally, the online validation
metrics are only voxel-wise measures, but the MS segmentation prob-
lem cannot be only seen as a voxel-wise or volume difference problem.
MS lesion segmentation is also a detection problem especially in the
context of clinical studies where a method should capture the presence
of all individual lesions. This is not reﬂected in the global DSC, VolD and
SurfD measurements.
Despite these limitations, we compared our approach with state-of-
art supervised and unsupervised methods (n N 45) by submitting our
segmentation results of the 23 MS test subjects to the MSGC website
(Styner et al., 2008). While our RMNMS approach attained the ﬁrst
position at the time of writing with a score of 86.11, this result must
be considered with the limitations described above. We feel that our
evaluationwith themulti-site clinical dataset is muchmore representa-
tive of quality and robustness of the RMNMS technique. We also com-
pared our approach on our RRMS dataset to the popular and publicly
available LesionTOADS approach (Shiee et al., 2010). Compared to
RMNMS, LesionTOADS is a topology preserving approach guided by
probabilistic and topologic atlases. This approach was developed to
segment T1W and FLAIR images and as any unsupervised approach it
is less ﬂexible to image variability that is not described by the underly-
ing models. These differences could explain the better results obtained
by RMNMS on both MS datasets.
Future work will focus on improving segmentation results for
smaller lesions, further decrease in the computational time with more
advanced patch matching strategy (Ta et al., 2014), investigate the
performance and the pre-selection preferences with respect to scanner
machine, site, gender and other clinical variables. Finally, we plan to
make the RMNMS algorithm available online (http://www.bic.mni.
mcgill.ca/RMNMS).
5. Conclusion
We have proposed a new method for segmenting MS lesions. Our
method, RMNMS, is a multi-contrast and rotation-invariant distanceadaptation of the non-local means operator. RMNMS presents highly
competitive results compared to state-of-the-art supervised and unsu-
pervised methods and provides segmentation quality near inter-rater
variability for MS lesion segmentation. RMNMS, with multi-contrast
and rotation-invariant patch distance, demonstrates that the non-local
approach is able to detect structures that vary in size, shape and location
such as MS lesions.
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